Australia's Deep-Sea Coral Reefs Could Be Dead within 50 Years
by Jane Ryan
June 24, 2015 – A group of scientists say establishing marine reserves is the cheapest and quickest option for mitigating the degradation of deep-sea coral reefs from climate change.  The Marine Conservation Institute (MCI) was responding to concerns about the future of Australia's deep-sea reefs.
Among scientists involved in workshopping options to save the reef was the CSIRO's Dr Ron Thresher, who warned reefs could disappear within 50 years if action is not taken.  "Our analysis strongly suggests Australia's spectacular deep-sea coral reefs are at high risk for extinction," said Dr Thresher.
Looking at ways to prevent this, an MCI workshop identified 17 possible management options.  Ultimately, they concluded there was an urgent need to locate and protect sites around the world that will become refuges for corals.
The group focused on the reefs of the Huon Commonwealth Marine Reserve, off the coast of Tasmania.
Dr Thresher said climate change was having a devastating impact on the reefs.  "They are being squeezed from below by high levels of carbon dioxide and squeezed from above by warming ocean temperatures," he said.
"We estimate they will be squeezed out of existence within a few decades, unless we intervene or substantially reduce the world's production of carbon dioxide."
The authors of the paper concluded the best way to mitigate climate change impacts on deep-sea coral reefs was to locate and protect sites globally that are, or will become, havens for threatened marine life.
"A high priority would be to identify these refugia, within Australia and outside, identify them, and put some sort of protection around them, so that in future these might be sites where the reef might survive, even if where they're currently surviving isn't viable," Dr Thresher said.
The panel considered 17 different options, including biological, engineering and regulatory changes.  But in the end, they agreed the best option was to protect these sites.  "Basically, we told the workshop participants, 'use your imagination'," Dr Thresher said.  "Given the scope of the problem, anything is worth thinking about and putting on the table….  They came up with everything from genetically engineering the corals to make them more resilient to environmental changes, to perhaps dredging part of the reef, to increase the amount of carbonate down there.
"But the 2 recommendations that we thought were most robust were 1st, identify the refugia within Australia and elsewhere, and then put some sort of protection around them."
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